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About This Game

About the game:

 A short story driven adventure about a lonely robot and its destiny.

 A variety of puzzles, encounters with dangerous enemies and fascinating investigation.

 Find out what happened to our planet after the global catastrophe.

1968. «Due to the development of industry, some prominent scientists have expressed concern about the state of the earth's
atmosphere. In their opinion, the problem is the increase of concentration of freons and nitric oxide in the atmosphere, which
are detrimental to the ozone layer. The destruction of the ozone layer can lead to serious consequences for the ecology of the

planet: an increase in the intensity of ultraviolet radiation, the formation of new desert areas and lower yields». From the journal
"Science for the curious”.

2006. «More and more well-known experts say that the problem of ozone holes is only an element of political and economic
war, but does not pose a specific threat to humanity». From the newspaper "Environmental news».

2048. «The scale of the ecological catastrophe seems to be irreversible. It is not recommended to be in the area of direct sun
exposure without extreme necessity». From the reports of news feeds.

2054. «Global migration of people from areas with high radiation cause a serious problem for world security». From the UN
report.

2056. «Delta Dynamics has proposed a revolutionary solution to the problem of the earth's ozone layer destruction. It is planned
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that the company's robots will restore the ozone layer in areas with the greatest danger. The project has already allocated more
than $ 2 trillion from the Reserve Fund». Global World Flow.

Year unknown. «1001110 1100001 1101101 1100101 100000 1000101 1100001 1110010 1110100 1101000 100000
1010000 1101111 1110000 1110101 1101100 1100001 1110100 1101001 1101111 1101110 100000 110000». A message was

intercepted by the trading ship that was heading to cube А3К5 of the galaxy "Milky Way".
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Title: Northern Lights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DimleTeam
Publisher:
DimleTeam
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 – 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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An RPG that demands that you think before acting and adapt to the situation, rather than spamming the same strategy over and
over.. Probably the greatest game I've ever played.

122 hours, 4 playthroughs in a row (I've opened all endings), and still WANT MORE!

10\/10.

p.s. I'm looking forward for DLC :). i like game. A simple and short erotic visual novel. The CGs don\u2019t show much, but
the text is pretty explicit

The art is good (although the quality drops a bit in a few CGs?), the story is pretty much okay for such a short novel and for its
kind of content (in this case, it\u2019s all about dem boobs). The only choice that really matters is around the ending where you
get to choose which girl you want to stay with. You can be a total jerk to these girls, they are still going to want a piece of you.

I liked the fact that you can choose the gender of the MC too. BGM was okay, but kind of repetitive. Overall, I recommend this
game only on a sale. Not really worth paying the full price on this title, in my opinion.

5\/10.. Raycatcher truly is the future of videogaming. With the Omega Point right around the bend, Raycatcher alone is
threatening to topple the post-modern empire that large companies have built. It is also free from the restrictions of the
general indie developer's black iron prison. Raycatcher has stolen the great arcanum from the gods, and like
prometheus, is being punished for sharing this fire.. If you're into this kind of investigation experience, you will have a
blast! A lot of walking and searching. Slowly unfolding the story behind all of this. I was really into it.
I had a lot of fun, was spooked a couple of times. However sometimes my patience was tested with running around
from point B to A because items. So patience is key ;)
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Another total disappointment.....for starters the world scale is out I feel like a midget walking around....the zombies move and
look lame..shooting the zombies is just boring no satisfaction at all...I got bored as soon as I shot the first 2 ... Definitely not
worth the price.. I had a great time with Dungeon Warfare 1, and this one is even better. Love the itemization, the moving
platforms, and the fair-but-tough gameplay. Tower defense players are going to find a lot to love here. If you like tower defense,
this is your next big time-sink!. It is a good game.. The game is fine, but I'd like to file a complaint.

The last time I played this game was on May 18th, 2014.
I launched it again on May 22nd, 2019.
I did not get the "Don't play The Stanley Parable for 5 years" achievement.
I want my money back.. great for a run of the old times. Still the most stable benchmark I've found for pushing my equipment to
its max (then knocking it back down a bit so it's also stave in badly optimised games!)

Highly recommend, even for testing stability in basic systems and new HDDs\/RAM\/CPU changes.
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